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that what was in the mind of the speaker
was his own hard case, *. e. the ' evidence '
of the tortured slave which the prosecutors
brought up against him. But I am in
entire agreement with Dr. Bonner's closing

remark, that ' only confusion can result from
calling a slave a witness when the chief
essentials of regular testimony are lacking'
(p. 38).

W. WYSE.

WAY'S ODYSSEl.

The Odyssey of Homer in English Verse.
By ARTHUR S. WAT, M. A. Third Edition.
London : Macmillan and Co.; New York :
The Macmillan Company. 1904. Pp.
viii + 323. 6s. net.

THE problem of discovering a metre in the
English language into which to translate
Homer is one which comes near suspicion of
insolubility. Ever since Arnold demonstrated
by precept the incapacity of blank verse,
Popish couplets, and what not, to perform
this office, and with still greater success de-
monstrated by example the similar inca-
pacity of English hexameters, a feeling of
despair has reigned in the British bosom.
But meanwhile a new metre has risen into
considerable prominence, the six-footed mix-
ture of accentual iambics and anapaests
(with ' accidental' trochees now and then
thrown in) which was used by Tennyson for
comedy in the Northern Farmer and for
more serious purpose in Maud, polished by
Swinburne in Poems and Ballads, and
adopted by Morris in his Sigurd the Volsung.
I t is traced back by a learned and perhaps
unkind critic to Mrs. Harris' Petition, in
which certainly the germ at least of the
measure may be found. I t may be guessed
that Morris was the spiritual father of Mr.
Way; be this so or not, it was at least
amusing to observe that, after Mr. Way had
published his first edition of the Odyssey in
this metre, the master himself came along
and did the same thing over again. Not
that Mr. Way has much to fear in the com-
parison. Let us take a specimen of both,
the famous lines which so deeply and so justly
moved the late Frederick Myers (xi. 196);
this is Mr. Way :

For not in my halls did far-seeing Artemis
come with her bow,

And softly chill me to death with arrows
like falling snow :

No sickness was it that came upon me to
steal away

The life from the tortured limbs by the
wasting of long decay.

Ah no, my beloved, my son! 'twas the
aching of yearning for thee,

For thy counsels and sweet lovingkindness,
that broke the heart of me!

And this is Morris :
For neither on me in the homestead fell the

Shaft-glad Eager-of-aim,
Nor with her kindly arrows my body did she

slay;
Nor came the sickness upon me to drive

the soul away
From the limbs that erst it quickened, with

woeful waste and pine ;
But the longing for thee, Odysseus, and

those glorious redes of thine,
And the longing for thy kindness reft the

sweet Hie from me.

' And what a language !' cries Myers,
' which has written as it were of itself those
last two words for the poet' (IVO-KOTTOS
loxeaipa). What a Morris, one may well
echo, who turns those two words into
'Shaft-glad Eager-of-aim'! Why didn't he
stick to wall-papers? 'At least they sell.'
But this comes of keeping company with
Beowulf and Thule; for my own part I
prefer Mrs. Harris.

There is one point, however, in which
Morris has the advantage. He sticks to his
couplets at any rate, and consequently when
you read him you know at least what to
expect. But Mr. Way treats his verse in a
freer manner and often with a disconcerting
effect, as at x. 307 :

Thus having spoken to me, to Olympus was.
Hermes gone

O'er the forest-clad isle of the sea ; and I to
the palace went on,

While the dark thoughts surged in my
breast like the sea in its wild unrest.

And I stood at the gate of the hall of the
Goddess of beautiful hair,

And I lifted my voice to call, and the God-
dess heard me there.

Still a great deal of the translation runs
very well; a great deal, but by no means all.
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Mr. Way indeed assures us that he has
'given special attention to the technique of
the rhythm, recasting all such lines as did
not seem to "read themselves"' since the
publication of his second edition. But we
h.ave only to open the book anywhere to find
such lines as:

Of the self-same age as the mighty-hearted
Telemachus (iii. 363).

And wailing and shuddering we raised hands
unto Zeus in prayer (ix. 295).

And answered and spake to the hero Eury-
machus alone (xxii. 44).

And throughout the verse fails in one of
Arnold's requisites, nobility. It may be
•doubted whether such a metre is capable of
it. In its extreme slackness it approximates
too nearly to prose ; see how Tennyson rises
out of it into more regular and perfect
metres in Maud, and again lets us down
into the prose world at the end by returning
into it. Swinburne indeed has polished it
into something less rugged and prosaic in
rhythm:

I have h'ved long enough having seen one
thing that love hath an end ;

Goddess and maiden and queen, be near me
now and befriend.

Thou art more than the day and" the morrow,
the seasons that laugh or that weep,

For these bring joy and sorrow, but thou,
Proserpina, sleep.

But then he regularly inserts a rhyme at
4he caesura; and anyhow, could such verse
adequately represent Homer t None can, is
the obvious retort, and that is just what
makes it so difficult to know what to say
about all these verse translations.

Perhaps it is more profitable to descend
to some details. In places the constraint of
verse leads Mr. Way to insert matter which
is not in Homer nor like him. The ' arrows
like falling snow ' of our first extract above
is one of these; but what are we to say to
the statement that the companions of
Odysseus at xii. 414, 'sank, weighted with
vengeance, to hell'? The same phrase is
repeated at xiv. 310. Things like this

should be amended. Actual mistranslations
are rare, but are to be found; to confine
myself to xiii., a/xyfiova in 42 does not mean
unstained, nor Sios in 63 (and a hundred
other places) godlike ; 5<f>e\ov in 204 is trans-
lated as first person singular instead of third
plural, to the ruin of the sense. No doubt
the English reader does not care what Sios
means, but Mr. Way aims at fidelity and
eschews the paraphrase theory of translation.
A comical mistranslation of \wjxa at xiv. 482
makes Odysseus go out on a night expedition
at Troy ' with only my shield and my girdle
glittering-gay'; no wonder he was cold.
We might also enquire where Mr. Way
found the names Phaeacia and Thrinacria in
Homer, and why he calls âXicos brass. But
these are mostly the mint and cummin of
criticism, and the translation as a whole is
as faithful as a verse translation can expect
to be. •

Mr. Way adheres to the vulgate tradition
almost entirely throughout, even when the
result is unintelligible, as at iv. 513 seqq.,
where Nitzsch restored the sense by a simple
transposition of two couplets ; xiii. 347, 348,
which two lines must be ejected; ix. 239,
where if he refuse to accept Rmnpf's evroOev,
he ought at least to translate %KTo6ev av\r}s
outside in the court. As he omits the
senseless ix. 483, there could surely be no
objection on the score of principle to
mending the other blemishes in the tradition.
The position of Telemachus in the battle
with the suitors is unintelligible because of
the false reading KtKopv0^ivo<i for KeKopvOpevov
at xxi. 434, but it is no wonder if Mr. Way
was unacquainted with the correction of
Protodikos.

I will not conceal the melancholy truth
that if I had to read the Odyssey in English
at all I would read it in prose. But a vast
number of people who are innocent of Greek
will not agree with me, and if they must
have a literal translation in verse I do not
know that they can do better than take Mr.
Way's. If he should ever print a fourth
edition, I hope that this 'pecking like a
domestic fowl' on my part may be of some
service to him.

ARTHUR PLATT.


